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Abstract
The paper presents a selection of modern results concerning the numerical analysis of one-dimensional Cauchy singular
integral equations, in particular the stability of operator sequences associated with dierent projection methods. The aim
of the paper is to show the main ideas and approaches, such as the concept of transforming the question of the stability of
an operator sequence into an invertibility problem in a certain Banach algebra or the concept of certain scales of weighted
Besov spaces to prove convergence rates of the sequence of the approximate solutions. Moreover, computational aspects,
in particular the construction of fast algorithms, are discussed. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The present paper is mainly devoted to the numerical solution of Cauchy singular integral equations
(CSIEs) of the form
a(t)u(t) +
1
i
Z
 

b(t)
s− t + h(s; t)

u(s) ds= f(t); t 2  ; (1.1)
where a; b; f :  ! C and h :     ! C are given functions and u :  ! C is sought. Concerning
the integration curve   we will restrict ourselves to the unit circle   = T = ft 2 C: jtj = 1g (the
periodic case) and the interval  = (−1; 1) (the nonperiodic case). To be able to write Eq. (1.1) in
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short form, we dene the multiplication operator aI , the Cauchy singular integral operator (CSIO)
S , and the integral operator H  by
u 7! au; u 7! 1i
Z
 
u(s)
s−  ds and u 7!
1
i
Z
 
h(s; )u(s) ds;
respectively. In case of   = (−1; 1) we will shortly write S and H instead of S(−1;1) and H(−1;1),
respectively. The operator equations and the approximate methods under consideration here can
be described in the following way. Let H1, H2 be Hilbert spaces and Pjn :Hj ! Hj, j = 1; 2,
n=1; 2; : : : , be two sequences of self-adjoint projections converging strongly to the identity operator.
By L(H1;H2) denote the Banach space of all linear and bounded operators from H1 into H2.
In the case of H1 =H2 =:H we will shortly write L(H) instead of L(H;H). For given A 2
L(H1;H2), f 2H2, and An 2L(im P1n ; im P2n ), n= 1; 2; : : : ; consider the operator equation
Au= f; u 2H1; (1.2)
together with the approximate equations
Anun = fn; un 2 im P1n ; (1.3)
where fn 2 im P2n is some approximation of f.
Our main concern is the so-called stability of the sequence fAng = fAng1n=1, which means by
denition that there exists an n0 such that An: im P1n ! im P2n is invertible for all n> n0 and that
the inverses A−1n are uniformly bounded, i.e.
sup
kA−1n P2n kH2!H1 : n> n0} < 1:
If the sequence fAng is stable and if u is a solution of (1.2) and un are the solutions of (1.3), then
the estimation
kP1n u − unkH16 kA−1n P2n kH2!H1kAnP1n u − fnkH2
shows that un converges to u
 in the norm of H1 if AnP1n ! A (strong convergence) and fn ! f
(in H2).
In the present paper two general approaches for investigating the stability of operator sequences
are considered. The rst one is a C-algebra approach and is restricted to the case H1 =H2 =:H
and will be introduced to study Galerkin (nite section) and collocation methods in both the periodic
and the nonperiodic case. The second approach uses a decomposition of the operator A=B+T into a
so-called dominant part B and a compact perturbation T together with the respective approximating
operators Bn and Tn. The main tool is that B and Bn are chosen in such a way that Bnun=Bun for all
un 2 im P1n . This second approach we will demonstrate in the nonperiodic case, but we should remark
that, in various concrete situations the application of the rst approach desires for considerations
which are due to the second approach (for example, the investigation of local representatives, when
local principles are applied).
We want to point out that, with the aim of limiting the bibliography, in general we will not refer
to the original papers, but if possible, to textbooks or monographs, where the interested reader can
also nd the original references.
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2. The periodic case
2.1. Finite section and collocation methods
LetH1=H2=H :=L2(T) be the Hilbert space of all square integrable (complex valued) functions
on the unit circle T equipped with the inner product
hu; viT := 12
Z 2
0
u(eis)v(eis) ds:
It is well known that feng1n=−1 with en(t) = tn forms a complete orthonormal system in L2(T).
Thus, we use the orthoprojections P1n = P
2
n = P
T
n dened by P
T
n u=
Pn
k=−nhu; ekiTek and look for an
approximate solution un of the equation
Au := au+ bSTu+ HTu= f; (2.1)
in the form un =
Pn
k=−n knek . We assume that a and b are piecewise continuous functions (i.e.
a; b 2 PC (T)), which means that they have at each point of T one-sided limits and that (without
loss of generality) the left-sided limits coincide with the funtion values. The nite section method
consists in nding the unknowns kn by solving
hAun; ekiT = hf; ekiT; k =−n; : : : ; n: (2.2)
As an example of a collocation method we consider
(Aun)(tLjn) = f(t
L
jn); j =−n; : : : ; n; (2.3)
where tLjn = e
2ij=(2n+1). Obviously, the nite section method (2.2) can be written in the form (1.3)
with An = PTn AP
T
n and fn = P
T
n f. By L
T
n we will refer to the interpolation operator
LTn a=
nX
k=−n
kek with k =
1
2n+ 1
nX
j=−n
a(tLjn)(t
L
jn)
−k ;
which has the property (LTn a)(t
L
jn)= a(t
L
jn), j= −n; : : : ; n. Then, the collocation method (2.3) can also
be written in the form (1.3), where An=LTn AP
T
n and fn=L
T
n f. To nd necessary and sucient con-
ditions for the stability of the sequences fPTn APTn g and fLTn APTn g we use the following algebraization
of the stability problem.
2.2. Algebraization
By F we denote the C-algebra of all sequences fAng of linear operators An : im PTn ! im PTn ,
for which the strong limits
A= s− lim
n!1 AnP
T
n 2L(H) and A = s− limn!1 A

nP
T
n ;
exist. The norm in F is dened by kfAngkF := supfkAnPnkH!H: n = 1; 2; : : :g and the algebraic
operations by fAng + fBng := fAn + Bng, fAngfBng := fAnBng, and fAng := fAng. Let N be the
two-sided closed ideal of F consisting of all sequences fCng of operators Cn : im PTn ! im PTn such
that limn!1kCnPTn kH!H = 0. Then, the stability of fAng 2 F is equivalent to the invertibility of
the coset fAng+N 2F=N (cf. [21, Proposition 7:5]). The task of nding necessary and sucient
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conditions for the invertibility of the coset fAng +N in the quotient algebra F=N is, in general,
too complicated, because of the algebra F is to large and the ideal N is too small. For this reason
we dene a further sequence fW Tn g of operators Wn :H!H by
W Tn u=
−1X
k=−n
hu; e−n−1−kiTek +
nX
k=0
hu; en−kiTek
and the C-subalgebra FW of F consisting of all sequences fAng 2F, for which the strong limits
~A= s− lim
n!1 W
T
n AnW
T
n and ~A

= s− lim
n!1(W
T
n AnW
T
n )
PTn ;
exist. Furthermore, by J we refer to the collection of all sequences fAng of the form
An = PTn K1P
T
n +W
T
n K2W
T
n + Cn with Kj 2K(H); fCng 2N;
where K(H)L(H) denotes the ideal of all compact operators. Then, J is a two-sided closed
ideal of FW and the stability of a sequence fAng 2 FW is equivalent to the invertibility of the
operators A; ~A :H!H and the coset fAng+J 2FW =J (see [21, Proposition 7:6, Theorem 7:7]).
To prove the invertibility of the above-mentioned cosets one can apply local principles, for example
the local principles of Gohberg and Krupnik and of Allan and Douglas, which we will shortly describe
in the following. Let B be a unital Banach algebra. A subset MB is called a localizing class, if
0 62M and if for any two elements a1; a2 2M there exists an a 2M such that aja= aaj = a for
j = 1; 2. Two elements x; y 2 B are called M-equivalent if
inffk(x − y)akB : a 2Mg= inffka(x − y)kB : a 2Mg= 0:
An element x 2 B is said to be M-invertible if there exist zj 2 B and aj 2M, j = 1; 2, such that
z1xa1 = a1 and a2xz2 = a2. A system fMg2I of localizing classes M of B is called a covering
system if, for any set fag2I with a 2M, one can choose a nite number of elements a1 ; : : : ; am
the sum of which is invertible in B.
Local principle of Gohberg and Krupnik (see [8, Theorem XII.1.1]). Let fMg2I be a covering
system of localizing classes of the unital Banach algebra B. If x 2 B commutes with all elements
of
S
2IM and if x 2 B is M-equivalent to x for all  2 I, then x is invertible in B if and only
if x is M-invertible for all  2 I.
Let B be a unital Banach algebra and Bc a closed subalgebra of the center of B containing the
identity element. For every maximal ideal x 2 M (Bc), let Jx denote the smallest closed ideal of B
which contains x, i.e.
Jx = closB
8<:
mX
j=1
ajcj : aj 2 B; cj 2 x; m= 1; 2; : : : ;
9=; :
Local principle of Allan and Douglas (comp. [9, Sections 1:4:4, 1:4:6]). An element a 2 B is
invertible in B if and only if a+Jx is invertible in B=Jx for all x 2 M (Bc). (In case Jx =B we
dene that a+Jx is invertible.)
2.3. Realization
In this section we describe how the local principles can be applied to investigate stability of the
nite section and the collocation method presented in Section 2.1, and we formulate the main results.
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In the case of the nite section method one can choose as a covering system of localizing classes
in the quotient algebra FW =J the system fMg2T with
M = ffPTn PTfPTPTn + PTn QTfQTPTn g+J: f 2 mg;
where PT = 12(I + ST), QT =
1
2(I − ST), and m denotes the collection of all continuous functions
f :T! [0; 1] for which there exists a neighborhood Uf of  such that f(t) = 1 for all t 2 Uf.
Theorem 2.1 (Prossdorf and Silbermann [21, Theorem 7:14]). Let a; b 2 PC (T); HT 2K(L2(T));
and c := a b. Then the sequence fPTn (aI + bST + HT)PTn g is stable in L2(T) if and only if the
conditions
(a) the operators aI + bST + HT; cPT + QT :L2(T)! L2(T) are invertible;
(b) for all t 2 T and for all  2 [0; 1];
c+(t + 0)
c+(t − 0)  +
c−(t + 0)
c−(t − 0) (1− ) 62 (−1; 0]
are satised.
In the case of the collocation method one can use the localizing classes
M = ffLTn fPTn g+J :f 2 mg;  2 T;
which also form a covering system of localizing classes in FW =J.
Theorem 2.2 (Prossdorf and Silbermann [21, Theorem 7:19]). Let a; b 2 PC (T) and h : [−1; 1]2 !
C be continuous. Then the sequence fLTn (aI + bST + HT)PTn g is stable in L2(T) if and only if the
operator aI + bST + HT :L2(T)! L2(T) is invertible.
Theorem 2.2 remains true if the interpolation operator LTn and the projection P
T
n are replaced by
MTn and Q
T
n , respectively, where
MTn b=
nX
k=−n−1
kek with k =
1
2n+ 2
nX
j=−n−1
b(tMjn )(t
M
jn )
−k ; tMjn = e
ij=(n+1)
and
QTn u=
nX
k=−n−1
hu; ekiTek :
Let us ask for stability conditions for sequences fAng belonging to the smallest closed subalgebra
A of F, which contains all sequences of the form fLTn (aI + bS)PTn g with a; b 2 PC (T) as well as
all sequences belonging to J. We remark that the mappings WfLTn (aI + bS)PTn g= s− lim LTn (aI +
bS)PTn = aI + bS and ~WfLTn (aI + bS)PTn g = s − limW Tn LTn (aI + bS)W Tn = ~aI + ~bS, ~a(t) := a(t−1),
extend to -homomorphisms W; ~W :A ! L(L2(T)). For the ideas of the proof of the following
result, which is essentially based on the application of the local principle of Allan and Douglas, we
refer to [23, Section 4].
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Theorem 2.3. A sequence fAng 2A is stable if and only if the operators WfAng; ~WfAng :L2(T)!
L2(T) are invertible.
2.4. Convergence rates and corrected collocation methods
The scale of periodic Sobolev spaces H s(T), s 2 R, dened, for example, as the completion of
C1(T) w.r.t. the norm
kukT; s =
 1X
k=−1
(1 + jkj)2sjhu; ekiTj2
!1=2
;
is a powerful tool to consider convergence rates of the approximation error for various numerical
methods. That the approximation error of the nite section and the collocation method will behave
dierently, is already suggested by the following result.
(A) If f 2 H s(T) then
kf − PTn fkT; t6 const nt−skfkT; s for all t6 s
and, if s> 12 ,
kf − LTn fkT; t6 const nt−skfkT; s for all t with 06 t6 s;
where the constants are independent of n, t, and f.
Let a; b 2 H r(T) for some r > 12 and A=aI+bST+HT. Assume that HT 2L(L2(T);H r(T)) and
that the respective sequence fPTn APTn g or fLTn APTn g is stable in L2(T). Let u 2 L2(T) denote the
solution of (2.1), where f 2 H s(T) for some s6r and, in case of the collocation method, 12 < s.
Then assertion (A) leads to the following.
(B) If un 2 im PTn is the solution of the nite section method (2.2) or the collocation method (2.3),
respectively, then
ku − unkT; t6const nt−skfkT; s
for all t6 s in case of the nite section method and for all t 2 [0; s] in case of the collocation
method.
The error estimate in (B) remains true if we consider instead of the collocation method (2.3) the
collocation{quadrature method
a(tLjn)un(t
L
jn) + b(t
L
jn)(STun)(t
L
jn) + (HT; nun)(t
L
jn) = f(t
L
jn); j =−n; : : : ; n; (2.4)
where
(HT; nu)(t) =
2
2n+ 1
nX
j=−n
h(tLjn; t)t
L
jnu(t
L
jn)
and h(s; t) is assumed to be suciently smooth.
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In what follows we describe an idea for the construction of methods (dierent from the qualo-
cation method proposed by I. Sloan), whose numerical realization is nearly as simple as that of
the collocation method and whose convergence rates in negative Sobolev norms are nearly as good
as that of the nite section method. Let fmng and fMng be two strictly monotonically increasing
sequences of natural numbers satisfying mn6Mn6 n and limn!1 (Mn − mn) =1. Dene
un = uLn + P
T
mn(u
P
Mn − uLn); (2.5)
where uPn and u
L
n denote the solutions of the nite section method (2.2) and the collocation method
(2.3), respectively.
Theorem 2.4 (Berthold and Silbermann [3, Theorem 3:4]). Let the above assumptions on a; b, and
f be fullled and let −r6 t < − 12 . Assume additionally that the L2-adjoint H  of the operator
H belongs to L(H jtj(T);H r(T)). If both the nite section and the collocation method are stable
in L2(T) and if f 2 H s(T) for some s with 12 < s6 r; then the corrected approximation dened
by (2:5) satises the error estimate
ku − unkT; t6 const(mtn n−s + (Mn − mn)−r +M−r−sn )kfkT; s: (2.6)
If, for example, we choose Mn = 2mn and mn 
p
n then we get
ku − unkT; t6 const
(
nt=2−s; r> 2s+ jtj;
n−r=2; r < 2s+ jtj;
which is better than O(n−s) if r > 2s.
2.5. Fast algorithms
In general the matrices of the algebraic systems resulting from the above considered methods are
not structured. Nevertheless it is possible to construct fast algorithms based on these methods and
having a complexity of O(n log n). These algorithms are based on the decomposition of the operator
into a simply structured dominant part aI + bST= cPT+dQT (c= a+ b, d= a− b) and a smoothing
part HT and on the observation that the behaviour of the Fourier coecients of high order of the
approximate solution is essentially determined by the dominant part of the operator. A further aim
besides the low complexity is to preserve the convergence rate of the error for a possibly wide range
of Sobolev norms.
Firstly we demonstrate Amosov’s idea for the example of the collocation method (2.3), and
secondly we describe shortly how it is possible to combine this idea with the concept of the corrected
collocation method (2.5). Amosov’s method or the so-called parametrix{quadrature method for (2.4)
consists in determining an approximation by
un = PTm u
L
m + Q
T
mzn; (2.7)
where zn=LTn BL
T
n f and B denotes the parametrix c
−1PT+d−1QT, QTm= I −PTm is the complementary
projection of PTm , and u
L
m is the solution of (2.4) with m instead of n and g=f− (cPT + dQT)QTmzn
instead of f. The positive integer m < n is chosen in such a way that (2n+1)=(2m+1) is also an
integer. The algorithm can be devided into three steps.
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Step 1: The computation of zn=LTn BL
T
n f. Let ~fn= [f(t
L
jn)]
n
j=−n and f^n= [hf; ejiT]nj=−n denote the
vectors of the function values at the collocation points and the vector of the Fourier coecients of
f with indices −n; : : : ; n, respectively. Then
z^n = F−1n (C
−1
n FnI
+
n + D
−1
n FnI
−
n )F
−1
n
~fn;
where Fn= [(tLjn)
k]nj; k=−n and F
−1
n = [(1=(2n+1))(t
L
jn)
−k]nj; k=−n are the Fourier matrix of order 2n+1
and its inverse, respectively. The other matrices are dened as
I+n =
"
0 0
0 In+1
#
2 C(2n+1)(2n+1); I−n = I2n+1 − I+n ; Cn = diag ~cn; Dn = diag ~dn
(In is the unit matrix of order n).
Step 2: Calculation of LTmg. We have
~gm = ~fm − (CmIm;nFnI+n + DmIm;nFnI−n )Imn z^n;
where Imn is a diagonal matrix
diag [ 1; : : : ; 1| {z }
n−m
; 0; : : : ; 0; 1; : : : ; 1| {z }
n−m
]
of order 2n+1 and Im;n is the (2m+1) (2n+1)-matrix with the entries [Im;n]jk =1 if tLjm= tLkn and
[Im;n]jk = 0 otherwise, j =−m; : : : ; m; k =−n; : : : ; n.
Step 3: Solution of the m m algebraic system corresponding to
LTn (cPT + dQT + HT)u
L
m = L
T
mg:
The complexity of the rst two steps is O(n log n), that one of the third step equals O(m3): But,
choosing m  n1=3 then the calculation of un needs only O(n log n) operations. If f2H s(T) for
some s> 12 and a; b 2 H r(T), H 2L(L2(T);H r(T)) for some r > s and if the collocation method
(2.3) is stable in L2(T), then, for all suciently large n and m  n1=3, we have the estimate
ku − unkT; t6const nt−skfkT; s
for all t > 12 with s− (r − s)=26 t6 s, where un is the approximation dened by (2.7) (see [1]).
The parametrix-Galerkin method combines the Amosov algorithm with the corrected collocation
method. Here the approximation un is dened by un=PTmny
P
Mn+Q
T
mnzn, where we use the same notations
as in Section 2.4, and it is important that for this approximation un the same error estimate (2.6)
as for the pure corrected collocation method holds true (see [4]). A generalization of this approach,
i.e. the combination of Amosov’s idea with the idea of corrected collocation methods, to a wider
class of pseudodierential equations on closed curves can be found in [24], where additionally a
two-grid iteration method is used for the solution of the Galerkin equation.
2.6. Spline approximation methods
Here we like to demonstrate how spline approximation methods for CSIEs on closed curves,
especially on the unit circle, can be investigated using a generalization of the C-algebra approach
described in Section 2.2. Via the parametrization s 7! e2ix, 06 x < 1, we have a one-to-one
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correspondence between functions u on T and 1-periodic functions ~u on R, where ~u(x) = u(e2ix).
Throughout this section we shall identify the functions u and ~u.
Let  be a nonnegative integer and n a natural number, and let Sn :=S

n () denote the space of
smooth 1-periodic splines of degree  on the uniform mesh  := fk=n : k = 0; : : : ; n − 1g. Thus, Sn
(> 1) consists of periodic C −1 piecewise polynomials of degree  and has dimension n. S0n is
dened as the corresponding space of piecewise constant functions. Let  2 [0; 1) be a xed number,
where > 0 if = 0. The -collocation method for the equation
Au= f; (2.8)
which we consider in L2(T) for A= aI + bST, determines an approximate solution un 2Sn by
(Aun)

k + 
n

= f

k + 
n

; k = 0; : : : ; n− 1: (2.9)
It is easily seen that the left-hand side of (2.9) makes sense in case of  = 0 if and only if
0 <  < 1. The Galerkin method denes un 2Sn by
hAun; ’niT = hf;’niT for all ’n 2Sn : (2.10)
The simplest quadrature method for Eq. (2.8) is the so-called method of \discrete vortices", which
reads as follows. Let tk = e(i(2k+1))=n, sk = e2ik=n, k = 0; : : : ; n − 1, and determine the approximate
values k of u(sk) by the system
a(tj)
j+1 + j
2
+ b(tj)
n−1X
k=0
2k
sk − tj
sk
n
= f(tj); j = 0; : : : ; n− 1: (2.11)
Once a suitable basis of Sn is chosen, the approximate equation is reduced to an nn linear system
for the unknown coecients of un, whose matrix has a special structure, namely the structure of a
paired circulant. This property owns also many other spline approximation methods. So we have to
study the stability of some sequences constituted by paired circulants.
Let ‘2(n) denote the n-dimensional complex Hilbert space Cn provided with the inner product
h; i=
n−1X
k=0
kk ; = [k]
n−1
k=0 ; = [k]
n−1
k=0 2 Cn
and the norm kk =ph; i. In what follows, each operator An 2 L(‘2(n)) will be identied with
the corresponding matrix in Cnn (w.r.t. the standard basis in Cn). Introduce the unitary operators
Un;U−1n 2L(‘2(n)) by
Un :=
24 1p
n
n−1X
j=0
e2ikj=nj
35n−1
k=0
; U−1n  :=
24 1p
n
n−1X
j=0
e−2ikj=nj
35n−1
k=0
:
A nite Toeplitz matrix Tn= [aj−k]
n−1
j; k=0 is said to be a circulant if a−k = an−k , k =1; : : : ; n− 1. It is
easily seen that An 2 L(‘2(n)) is a circulant if and only if there exists a vector  = [k]n−1k=0 2 Cn
such that An=UnMU−1n , where M is the diagonal matrix diag [0; : : : ; n−1]. Obviously, the numbers
k are just the eigenvalues of An and (k) = [(1=
p
n) e2ijk=n]n−1j=0 , k=0; : : : ; n−1, are the corresponding
eigenvectors.
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Given a bounded function  :T! C, let n and ~n denote the diagonal matrices
diag [(t0); : : : ; (tn−1)] and diag [(0); : : : ; (n−1)];
respectively, where tk = e2ik=n and k = e2i(k+)=n. Consider the circulant ^n :=UnnU
−1
n . Obviously,
k^nk= knk6 sup
t2T
j(t)j and k ~nk6 sup
t2T
j(t)j:
Let Cn 2L(‘2(n)) satisfy limn!1kCnk=0. For given a; b 2 C (T) and ;  2 PC (T) we introduce
the paired circulants
Bn = ~an^n + ~bn^n + Cn: (2.12)
Since supfkBnk : n = 1; 2; : : :g < 1, it makes sense to consider the smallest Banach algebra A
(w.r.t. the sup-norm and componentwise operations), which contains all sequences of the form
(2.12). Dene the functions g(n)j =
p
n(n)j , where 
(n)
j denotes the characteristic function of the arc
[e2ij=n; e2i( j+1)=n)T. By Ln we denote the orthogonal projection from L2(T) onto span fg(n)j : j =
0; : : : ; n−1g. If we identify the operators of L(im Ln) with their matrices corresponding to the basis
fg(n)j : j= 0; : : : ; n− 1g, we obtain that L(im Ln) =L(‘2(n)). In particular, the operators Un as well
as ~an; ~bn; ^n; ^n;Cn, and Bn= ~an^n+ ~bn^n+Cn will be thought of as belonging to L(im Ln). Moreover,
setting Knf =
Pn−1
j=0 f(e
2i( j+)=n)(n)j we get
Bn = KnaLnUnK
0
n U
−1
n + K

nbLnUnK
0
n U
−1
n + Cn:
Furthermore, the system fg(n)j : j = 0; : : : ; n − 1g forms an orthogonal basis. Consequently, for any
Dn 2 L(im Ln), the matrix of the adjoint operator Dn corresponding to this basis is exactly the
adjoint matrix of Dn. We conclude that Bn = c( )nf( a)n+d( )nf( b)n+C n . Now it is easy to see that A
actually forms a C-algebra. So we are interested in whether elements of A are invertible modulo
the ideal G of all sequences tending in norm to zero. The solution of this problem is rather involved.
We try to point out the main steps (for further details see [21, Chapter 10]).
(A) We dene two families of C-homomorphisms fromA intoL(L2(T)), which reect the needed
information, as we will see later on. For  2 T dene
kE = kE(; ; n) 2 f0; : : : ; n− 1g by  2 (e2i(kE+−1)=n; e2i(kE+)=n]:
We set
T (; )n : im Ln ! im Ln;
n−1X
j=0
jg
(n)
j 7!
n−1X
j=0
jg
(n)
j−kE (g
(n)
−k := g
(n)
n−k):
Now dene E (;1)n : im Ln ! im Ln by E (;1)n =UnT (;0)U−1n . Notice that
E (;1)n ~an(E
(;1)
n )
−1 = ~an for a 2 C (T) and E (;1)n ^n(E (;1)n )−1 = ^n;
where (t) = (t  tE) with tE = e2ijE=n dened by jE = jE(; n) 2 f0; : : : ; n − 1g and  2
(e2i( jE−1)=n; e2ijE=n]. One can prove that, for any sequence fAng 2A and for any  2 T, there
exist the strong limits
W(;1)fAng= s− lim
n!1 E
(;1)
n An(E
(;1)
n )
−1
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and
W(;1)fAng = s− lim
n!1 [E
(;1)
n An(E
(;1)
n )
−1]:
In particular, for the sequences Bn in (2.12) one obtains
W(;1)fBng= [a(+ 0) + b(+ 0)]PT + [a(− 0) + b(− 0)]QT:
It follows that W(;1) :A!L(L2(T)) is a C-homomorphism.
(B) Introduce the family of operators Pn 2L(L2(T)),
(Pnf)(t) :=
[(n−1)=2]X
k=−[n=2]
fktk ; fk :=
1
2i
Z
T
f(t)t−k−1 dt:
Then there is an isometric isomorphism En : im Ln ! im Pn,
n−1X
j=0
jg
(n)
j (t) 7!
[(n−1)=2]X
j=0
jtj +
n−1X
j=[(n−1)=2]+1
jtj−n:
Finally we set E (;2)n :=EnT
(; )
n : im Ln ! im Pn. Again one can prove that, for any sequence
fAng 2A and any  2 T there exist the strong limits
W(;2)fAng := s− lim
n!1E
(;2)
n An(E
(;2)
n )
−1
and
W(;2)fAng = s− lim
n!1 [E
(;2)
n An(E
(;2)
n )
−1]:
In particular, for Bn from (2.12) we get
W(;2)fBng= a() ~+ b() ~;
where ~(t) = (1=t). Thus, W(;2) :A!L(L2(T)) is also a C-homomorphism.
(C) Let J be the closure of(
rX
k=1
f(E (!k ;1)n )−1LnTkE (!k ;1)n g+ fCng
)
;
!k 2 T, Tk 2K(L2(T)), kCnk ! 0, r 2 f1; 2; : : :g, and consider the smallest C-algebra A0
containingA and J. Then it turns out that the above dened two families of C-homomorphisms
are also dened on A0 and that J forms a two-sided closed ideal in A0.
(D) The cosets f ~ang + J, a 2 C (T), form a C-subalgebra C of the center of A0=J, which
is -isomorphic to C (T). Let J denote the smallest closed ideal in A0=J which contains
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the maximal ideal  2 T of C. Then, by (fAng + J) + J 7! W(;2)fAng there is generated
a homomorphism (A0=J)=J ! L(L2(T)), which we also denote by W(;2). The image of
(A0=J)=J under this homomorphism is exactly PC (T), and  7! (fc( ~)n + J) + Jg de-
scribes the inverse homomorphism W−1(;2) : PC (T)! (A0=J)=J. These arguments entail that,
for fAng 2A0, the invertibility of W(;2)fAng for all  2 T ensure the invertibility of fAng+J
in A0=J, and this invertibility leads to the Fredholmness of all W(;1)fAng. Conversely, a little
thought shows that the Fredholmness of all W(;1)fAng implies the invertibility of all W(;2)fAng.
We end up with the following stability result.
Theorem 2.5. A sequence fAng 2A0 is stable if and only if W(;1)fAng is invertible for all  2 T.
The determination of the functions  and  for methods (2.9){(2.11) is by no means simple.
They are computed in [21, Chapter 10]. Using their concrete nature and Theorem 2.5 one obtains
the following.
Theorem 2.6. Assume the operator A=aI+bST with continuous coecients a and b to be invertible
in L2(T).
(a1) If  is odd and = 0 or if  is even and = 12 (if  is odd and =
1
2 or  is even and = 0),
then the collocation method (2:9) is stable if and only if
a() + b() 6= 0 (a() + b() 6= 0) for all  2 [− 1; 1];  2 T:
(a2) If 0 <  < 1 and  6= 12 ; then the -colloccation method (2:9) is stable if and only if
a() + b() 6= 0 for all  2 [− 1; 1];  2 T:
(b) The Galerkin method (2:10) is stable if and only if
a() + b() 6= 0 for all  2 [− 1; 1];  2 T:
(c) The quadrature method (2:11) is stable if and only if
a() + b() 6= 0 for all  2 [− 1; 1];  2 T:
Again convergence rates are available in the scale of the periodic Sobolev spaces H s(T) (see
[21, Chapter 10]). For further extensions (piecewise continuous coecients, curves with corners or
even composed curves) see [9,21]. Let us nally remark that the stability of the qualocation method
proposed by I. Sloan can be studied completely with the help of Theorem 2.5.
3. The nonperiodic case
3.1. The classical collocation method
To describe the main ideas concerning the construction of the classical collocation method and its
investigation it is sucient to consider equations of type (1.1), where the coecients a and b are
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constants, since the main tool is the mapping property (3.1) which can be generalized to the case of
Holder-continuous coecients a and b (cf. [21, Theorem 9:14]). Beside the weighted L2-convergence
of the classical collocation method for CSIEs, in this section we also consider the weighted uniform
convergence based on the application of special weighted Besov norms. Moreover, we will shortly
discuss the application of the classical collocation method to some classes of CSIEs with weakly
singular perturbation kernels and of hypersingular integral equations of Prandtl’s type. Finally we
present some results concerning fast algorithms based on Amosov’s idea.
3.1.1. CSIOs, Jacobi polynomials, and the classical collocation method
Let  and  be real numbers greater than −1. Then the classical Jacobi polynomials P;n (x),
n= 0; 1; 2; : : : ; are dened, for example, by the generalized Rodrigues’ formula
(1− x)(1 + x)P;n (x) =
(−1)n
2nn!

d
dx
n n
(1− x)n+(1 + x)n+
o
:
It is well known that these polynomials satisfy the orthogonality relationsZ 1
−1
P;n (x)P
;
k (x)(1− x)(1 + x) dx = nkh;n ;
where nk denotes the Kronecker delta and
h;n =
8><>:
2++1
2n+ +  + 1
 (n+ + 1) (n+  + 1)
n! (n+ +  + 1)
if +  6= −1 or n= 1; 2; : : : ;
 (+ 1) ( + 1) if +  =−1 and n= 0:
Thus, the normalized Jacobi polynomials are given by
p;n (x) = [h
;
n ]
−1=2P;n (x); n= 0; 1; 2; : : : :
Now, let a and b < 0 be real numbers with a2 + b2 = 1 and let 0 with 0 < 0 < 1 be dened by
a− ib= ei0 . Choose integers  and  such that  := + 0 and  := − 0 lie between −1 and 1.
Then, for the operator A0 = (aI + ibS)v;I with v;(t)= (1− t)(1+ t), the very important relation
(A0p;n )(t) = (−1)p−;−n− (t); −1 < t < 1; n= 0; 1; 2; : : : ; (3.1)
holds true, where  = − −  = − −  and p−;−−1 (t)  0. This relation suggests to consider
Eq. (1.2) with A= A0 +Hv;I in the pair (H1;H2) of Hilbert spaces H1 = L2; and H2 = L
2
−;−,
where, for > −1 and > −1, L2;  denotes the Hilbert space of all w.r.t. the weight v;(t) square
integrable functions with the inner product
hu; vi;  :=
Z 1
−1
u(t)v(t)v;(t) dt:
Moreover, to prove convergence rates the following Hilbert scale of weighted Sobolev spaces is very
convenient. Let s> 0 and dene
L2; s;  :=
(
u 2 L2;  :
1X
n=0
(1 + n)2sjhu; p;n i; j2 < 1
)
:
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Equipped with the scalar product
hu; vi; ; s :=
1X
n=0
(1 + n)2shu; p;n i; hv; p;n i; ;
fL2; s; gs> 0 is a Hilbert scale generated by the operator Bu :=
P1
n=0 (1 + n)hu; p;n i; p;n with the
domain D(B) = L2;1;  . As an immediate consequence of (3.1) we get that the operator A0 can be
extended to a bounded linear operator A0 :L2; ! L2−;− and that A0 :L2; s; ! L2; s−;− is a one-sided
invertible Fredholm operator with index , where ker A0 = span fp;0 g in case  = 1 and im A0 =
ff 2 L2; s−;− : hf;p−;−0 i−;− = 0g in case  = −1. If by S;n :L2;  ! L2;  we denote the Fourier
projection
S;n u :=
n−1X
k=0
hu; p;k i; p;k
then, for all s> 0 and for all u 2 L2; s; , we have
(A) limn!1ku− S;n ukL2; s;  = 0,
(B) ku− S;n ukL2; t; 6 n
t−skukL2; s;  , 06 t6 s,
(C) kS;n ukL2; t; 6 n
t−skukL2; s;  , t> s.
Moreover,
(D) for s> 12 , the space L
2; s
;  is continuously embedded into the space C ~; ~ with ~=
1
2maxf0; + 12g
and ~= 12maxf0; + 12g.
Here, for nonnegative real numbers  and , by C;  we refer to the Banach space of all contin-
uous functions u : (−1; 1) ! C, for which v;u is continuous on [ − 1; 1], equipped with the norm
kuk1; ;  = supfv;(t)ju(t)j : t 2 [− 1; 1]g.
To approximate the integral operator H0=Hv;I Gaussian rules are often used. The Gaussian rule
w.r.t. the Jacobi weight v;(t) is given by
G;n (u) :=
1

Z 1
−1
(L;n u)(t)v
;(t) dt =
nX
k=1
;kn u(t
; 
kn );
where the interpolation operator L;n w.r.t. the zeros t
; 
kn , t
; 
1n <    < t;nn , of p;n (t) is dened by
L;n u :=
nX
k=1
u(t; kn )‘
;
kn ; ‘
;
kn (t) =
nY
j=1; j 6=k
t − t; jn
t; kn − t; jn
;
and ;kn are the Christoel numbers 
;
kn =
1

R 1
−1 ‘
;
kn (t)v
;(t) dt. For s> 12 and u 2 L2; s; ; the relations
(E) limn!1ku− L;n ukL2; s;  = 0;
(F) ku− L;n ukL2; t; 6 const n
t−skukL2; s;  ; 06 t6 s;
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hold true, where the constant does not depend on n; t; and u. With the help of (3.1) one can show
that
(A0un)(t
−;−
j;n− ) = b
nX
k=1
;kn
t;kn − t−;−j;n−
un(t
;
kn ); j = 1; : : : ; n− ;
for each algebraic polynomial un(t) of degree less than or equal to 2n. Now, the classical collocation
method for the equation
av;(t)u(t) +
1

Z 1
−1

b
s− t + h(s; t)

v;(s)u(s) ds= f(t); (3.2)
consists in the determination of an approximate solution un(t) =
Pn
k=1 kn‘
;
kn by solving the system
nX
k=1
;kn
"
b
t;kn − t−;−j;n−
+ h(t;kn ; t
−;−
j;n− )
#
kn = f(t
−;−
j;n− ); j = 1; : : : ; n− : (3.3)
In case of  = 1 an additional condition, for example
Pn
k=1 
;
kn kn = 0; has to be considered. Of
course, taking into account again relation (3.1) system (3.3) is equivalent to
(A0 + L
−;−
n− Hn)un = L
−;−
n− f; (3.4)
where, for continuous functions u : (−1; 1)! C the operator Hn is dened by
(Hnu)(t) =
nX
k=1
;kn h(t
;
kn ; t)u(t
;
kn ): (3.5)
3.1.2. Weighted L2 -convergence
By C r’; r> 0 an integer and ’(t) =
p
1− t2; we denote the space of all r times dierentiable
functions u : (−1; 1) ! C satisfying the conditions u(k)’k 2 C [ − 1; 1] for k = 0; 1; : : : ; r. Then the
operators Hn dened in (3.5) have the following approximation property:
(G) If h(: ; t) 2 C r’ for some integer r> s > 12 uniformly w.r.t. t 2 [−1; 1] then, for 06 6 s and
u 2 L2; s;;
kL−;−m (Hn − Hv;)ukL2; −;−6 constm
n−skukL2; s;  :
In the following theorem, which can be proved with the help of relations (A){(G) for simplicity we
restrict the formulations to the case of index  = 0.
Theorem 3.1 (cf. Berthold et al. [2]). Let +=0 and assume that Eq. (3:2) has a unique solution
u 2 L2;. If; for some s> 12 and some integer r> s; h(: ; t) 2 C r’ uniformly w.r.t. t 2 [ − 1; 1];
h(t; :) 2 L2; s−;− uniformly w.r.t. t 2 [− 1; 1]; and f 2 L2; s−;−; then u 2 L2; s; and the approximate
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Eqs. (3:4) possess for all suciently large n a unique solution un =
Pn
k=1 

kn‘
;
kn ; where
kun − ukL2; ; 6 const n
−skukL2; s;  ; 06 6 s (3.6)
and the constant does not depend on n; ; and u.
3.1.3. Weighted Besov spaces and weighted uniform convergence
This section presents a concept for studying weighted uniform convergence of the classical col-
location method. The main tool of this approach is to dene a scale of subspaces of the weighted
space C;  of continuous functions depending on the order of best weighted uniform approximation
by algebraic polynomials and to study the mapping properties of the Cauchy singular and regu-
lar integral operators as well as integral operators with weakly singular kernels w.r.t. this scale of
subspaces. For details we refer the interested reader to [12].
Let Pn denote the set of algebraic polynomials of degree less than n. For constants ; > 0
and a function f 2 C;  we denote by E;n (f) the best weighted uniform approximation of f by
polynomials belonging to Pn; i.e. E;n (f) = inffkf − pk1; ;  :p 2 Png; E;0 (f) = kfk1; ; . For a
sequence fbng of positive real numbers with limn!1 bn = 0 we dene the weighted Besov space
C fbng;  =
(
u 2 C;  : kuk; ;fbng := sup
n=0; 1; 2; :::
b−1n E
;
n (u) < 1
)
:
Then C fbng;  is a Banach space compactly embedded into C; ; and the embedding C
fbng
;  C fcng;  is
compact if limn!1 bn=cn = 0. In case of bn = (n + 1)− log
(n + 2) with > 0 and > 0 we write
C ; ;  instead of C
fbng
;  .
Let A0 =(aI + ibS)v;I :L2; ! L2−;− be the operator considered in Section 3.1.1 (cf. (3.1)) and
dene A^0=(aI− ibS)v−;−I :L2−;− ! L2;; which is an at least one-sided inverse of A0. Moreover,
let
= + − −;  = + − −; 06 ;  < 1:
Then we have the following important property of the operators A0 and A^0:
(A) A0 2L(C ; + ; + ;C ; +1− ; −) and A^0 2L(C ; − ; − ;C ; +1+ ; + ).
By h 2 C; ; s \ C fbng; ; t we mean that the function h(s; t)v; (s)v;(t) is continuous on [ − 1; 1]2 and
that h;s 2 C fbng;  uniformly w.r.t. s 2 [− 1; 1]; where h;s (t) = h(s; t)v; (s).
(B) If h 2 C; ; s\C fbng; ; t and +− < 1; +−< 1; then H0 2L(C+ ; + ;C fbng;  ); where H0=Hv;I .
In what follows, for simplicity we again assume that =0 and consider for the approximate solution
of (3.2) instead of the classical collocation method (3.3) the more general collocation method
(A0un + Hnun)(tjn) = f(tjn); j = 1; : : : ; n; (3.7)
where ft1n; : : : ; tnng is a sequence of partitions of the interval [−1; 1] with −1<t1n <    <tnn < 1.
By Ln we denote the respective interpolation operator and by kLnk;  the weighted Lebesque constant
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dened by
kLnk;  = supfkLnfk1; ;  :f 2 C; ; kfk1; ;  = 1g:
Theorem 3.2 (Junghanns and Luther [12, Theorem 6:8]). Let + = 0 and assume that Eq. (3:2)
has a unique solution u 2 C+ ; + . If h 2 C ; ; ; s \ C ; ; ; t with some nonnegative constants ; ; ; 
satisfying 6 −; 6−; +−< 1; +− < 1; if f 2 C ; ;  ; and if limn!1 n− log+1nkLnk; =0;
then; for all; suciently large n Eqs. (3:7) are uniquely solvable and the respective polynomials un
converge in the norm of C+ ; + to u; where
kun − uk1; + ; +6 const
 
log+1n
n
kLnk;  + log
+1n
n
!
kfkC ; ; 
with a constant independent of n and f.
3.1.4. Fast algorithms
In case jj= jj= 12 ; i.e. a= 0; b=−1; we can adopt Amosov’s idea to the collocation method
(3.3) in order to get a fast algorithm for the numerical solution of (3.2) with O(n log n) complexity,
which retains the convergence rate (3.6) of the classical collocation method for a scale of weighted
Sobolev norms. We demonstrate the approach for the example of the equation
1

Z 1
−1

1
t −  + h(; t)
s
1 + 
1− u() d = f(t): (3.8)
In what follows we assume that, for some s> 12 and some r > s; f 2 L2; s−1 = L2; s1=2;−1=2; (t) =p
(1 + t)=(1− t); h(: ; t) 2 L2; r uniformly w.r.t. t 2 [ − 1; 1]; and h(; :) 2 L2; r−1 uniformly w.r.t.
 2 [− 1; 1]. Moreover, assume that Eq. (3.8) has a unique solution u 2 L2. We choose integers m
and n; such that 0<m<n and d := (2n + 1)=(2m + 1) is an integer, and dene an approximation
un = wm + (I − Sm)vn; where vn 2 im Sn and wm 2 im Sm are the solutions of
1

Z 1
−1
vn()
t −  () d = (L
−1
n f)(t) (3.9)
and
1

Z 1
−1
wm()
t −  () d + (L
−1
m Hmwm)(t) = (L
−1
m g)(t) (3.10)
with
g(t) = f(t)− 1
Z 1
−1
(Smvn)()
t −  () d;
respectively. Dene matrices
U n =

cos((j+1=2)(2k−1)=(2n+ 1))
cos((k−1=2)=(2n+1))
n−1; n
j=0; k=1
and U 
−1
n =

sin((2j+1)k=(2n+1))
sin(k=(2n+1))
n−1; n
j=0; k=1
as well as Hn=[h(t

kn; t
−1
jn )]
n
j; k=1 and 

n=diag[

1n; : : : ; 

nn]. Let v^n=[hvn; pj i]n−1j=0 and ~fn=[f(t
−1
jn )]
n
j=1.
Then Eq. (39) is equivalent to
v^n =−U −1n 
−1
n
~fn: (3.11)
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Eq. (3.10) can be written as
[(−U −1m )TU m +Hm](U m)Tw^m = ~gm: (3.12)
Since U 
−1
n can be handled as a sine transform, (3.11) can be realized with O(n log n) complex-
ity. Moreover, because of ft−1jm gmj=1ft
−1
jn gnj=1 the right-hand side of (3.12) is equal to ~fm −
rnm(U 
−1
n )
T[0; : : : ; 0; [v^n]m; : : : ; [v^n]n−1]
T with rnm[k]
n
k=1 = [dk]
m
k=1 and can also be computed with
O(n log n) complexity. Thus, if m  n1=3 the complexity is O(n log n) in order to determine un
provided the values f(t
−1
jn ) and h(t

km; t
−1
jm ) are given. Moreover, under the above assumptions one
can prove that ku−unk; t6 const nt−skuk; s for all t > 12 with s− (r− s)=26 t6 s. This approach,
i.e. the application of Amosov’s idea to the nonperiodic case, was demonstrated in [2] for the rst
time. In [13] there is shown, how it is possible to apply the concept of weighted Besov spaces (see
Section 3.1.3) to prove convergence rates in weighted uniform norms for this fast algorithm.
3.1.5. Operators related to CSIOs
Here we study two types of SIOs which are closely related to the CSIO A0 = (aI + ibS)v;I
considered in Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.3. The rst operator is the hypersingular integral operator DA0;
where D = d=dt denotes the operator of generalized dierentiation and which can be written as a
nite part integral operator
(DA0u)(t) = a
d
dt
[v;(t)u(t)] +
b

Z 1
−1
v;()
( − t)2 u() d; t 2 (−1; 1): (3.13)
The second one is the weakly SIO
(Wu)(t) = a
Z t
−1
v;()u() d − b
Z 1
−1
v;() lnj − tj u() d; t 2 (−1; 1): (3.14)
The operator D of generalized dierentiation is a continuous isomorphism between the spaces L2; s+1;0; 
and L2; s1+;1+ for all s> 0 and all ; > − 1; where L2; s; r;  denotes the subspace of L2; s;  of those
functions f; for which hf;p;k i;  = 0 for k = 0; : : : ; r; and r> 0 and L2; s; r;  = L2; s;  for r < 0. From
this and the mapping property (3.1) one can conclude that DA0 belongs to L(L
2; s+1
; ;L
2; s
1−;1−) for
all s> 0 and that
DA0u= (−1)
1X
n=0
p
(n− )(n+ 1)hu; p;n i;p1−;1−n−−1
for all u 2 L2; s+1; . Consequently, DA0 :L2; s+1; ; ! L2; s1−;1− is a continuous isomorphism. With these
mapping properties one can investigate collocation and collocation{quadrature methods for example
for integro-dierential equations of Prandtl’s type and construct fast algorithms using the concept
presented in Section 3.1.4 (see, for example, [5,6]).
For the weakly SIO from (3.14), in case +  =−1 one can use the relationsZ t
−1
v;()p;n () d =−
1
n
v+1; +1(t)p+1; +1n−1 (t); t 2 (−1; 1)
and Z 1
−1
v;() lnj − tjp;n () d =
1
n
Z 1
−1
v+1; +1()
 − t p
+1; +1
n−1 () d; t 2 (−1; 1);
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for n= 1; 2; : : : ; which lead to
Wp;n =−
1
n
p−−1;−−1n ; n= 1; 2; : : : :
Analogous considerations are possible for +=0 and 1. In all cases we get that W :L2; s; ! L2; s+1;
is a continuous operator.
In particular, in the case of the generalized airfoil equation
1

Z 1
−1

1
t −  + h1(; t) lnj − tj+ h2(; t)
s
1 + 
1− u() d = f(t);
these mapping properties can be used to investigate collocation and collocation{quadrature methods
in scales of weighted Sobolev spaces and to use Amosov’s idea for the construction of fast algorithms
(cf. [2,11,20]).
3.1.6. SIEs with weakly singular perturbation kernels
Here we show how it is possible to use the concept of weighted Besov spaces presented in Section
3.1.3 for investigating collocation methods for SIEs with weakly singular perturbation kernels of the
form h(s; t) = (s − t)−1[k(s; t) − k(s; s)] : We again consider the case  = 0 and the collocation{
quadrature method (3.7). But, to get suciently good convergence rates it seems to be necessary to
choose special collocation points ft1n; : : : ; tnng. For nonnegative constants  and  with 6− and
6− choose numbers r; s 2 f0; 1g in such a way that
− 
2
+
1
4
− 6 r6 − 
2
+
5
4
−  and − 
2
+
1
4
− 6 r6 − 
2
+
5
4
− : (3.15)
Then, let m = n − r − s and ftjngnj=1 = ft−;−jm gm+rj=1−s; where t−;−0m 2 (−1;minft−;−1m ; t;1n g) and
tm+1;m 2 (maxft−;−mm ; t;nn g; 1) are knots satisfying
1 + t−;−0m  n−2 if > 0; 1− t−;−m+1;m  n−2 if > 0
and
minft−;−1m ; t;1n g − t−;−0m  n−2; t−;−m+1;m −maxft−;−mm ; t;nn g  n−2:
If Ln denotes the Lagrange interpolation operator w.r.t. these nodes ft−;−jm gm+rj=1−s then, due to
[7, Theorem 4:1], kLnk;  =O(log n).
Theorem 3.3 (Junghanns and Luther [14, Theorem 4:3]). Let + = 0 and assume that Eq. (3:2)
has a unique solution in u 2 C+ ; + . In (3:15) choose  = −;  = − and the collocation nodes
tjn as above. If h(s; t) = (s − t)−1[k(s; t)− k(s; s)] with k 2 C ; 0;0; s \ C ; 0;0; t ; f 2 C ; +1− ; − ; then; for all
suciently large n; Eqs. (3:7) are uniquely solvable and the solutions un satisfy
kun − uk1; + ; +6 const
log+3n
n
kfkC ; +1
− ; −
with a constant independent of n and f.
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3.2. Finite section and collocation methods w.r.t. weighted Chebyshev polynomials
If the ideas of Section 3.1 are applied to the case of variable coecients a(t) and b(t) then a
lot of diculties occur. A rst essential drawback is the fact that then in general one has to de-
termine the parameters of Gaussian rules associated to generalized Jacobi weights, which are re-
lated to the coecients a and b of the operator equation. This in turn requires the computation
of the recurrence coecients of the orthogonal polynomials w.r.t. such weights. Thus, one has a
considerable computational complexity in the preprocessing, which, in particular, renders more dif-
cult the application of these methods to nonlinear CSIEs. A second disadvantage is the fact that
the mapping properties, on which the classical collocation method is based, require a certain Holder
continuity of the coecients a and b. Last but not least, the classical collocation method is more or
less restricted to the scalar case and in general not applicable to the case of a system of CSIEs.
The approach we present in this section is only based on the parameters of classical Chebyshev
polynomials, which implies a very cheap preprocessing, and is applicable both to the case of piece-
wise continuous coecients and to the case of a system of CSIEs. Although technical details as well
as results are dierent the theoretical investigations, especially for the collocation method, follow
the same lines as in Sections 2.2 and 2.3.
3.2.1. Stability of a nite section and a collocation method
Let (t) = (1 − t2)−1=2 denote the Chebyshev weight of the rst kind. For   = (−1; 1) and
piecewise continuous coecients a; b 2 PC [ − 1; 1]; we consider Eq. (1.1) in the Hilbert space
H= L2 :=L
2
−1=2;−1=2; where, for simplicity, we restrict ourselve to the case h  0. For deniteness
we agree that a(−1 + 0) = a(−1) for each a 2 PC [ − 1; 1]. The CSIO S :L2 ! L2 is bounded,
i.e. S 2 L(L2) (see [8, Theorem I:4:1]). By ’(t) =
p
1− t2 we denote the Chebyshev weight of
second kind and by Un(t) the respective orthonormal polynomial of degree n with positive leading
coecient, i.e.
Un(cos x) =
s
2

sin(n+ 1)x
sinx
; x 2 [0; ]; n= 0; 1; 2; : : : :
Then the system f ~ung1n=0 with ~un :=’Un is an orthonormal basis in L2. We dene the respective
Fourier projections Pn by
Pnu=
n−1X
k=0
hu; ~uki ~uk
and, for the operator A= aI + bS; we are interested in the stability of the sequence fPnAPng of the
respective nite sections corresponding to the Galerkin method. Moreover, if t’jn are the Chebyshev
nodes of second kind, t’jn = cos(j=(n+ 1)); j = 1; : : : ; n; we investigate the collocation method
(Aun)(t
’
jn) = f(t
’
jn); j = 1; : : : ; n; un 2 im Pn: (3.16)
Of course, this collocation method can be written equivalently as
MnAun =Mnf; un 2 im Pn;
where Mn denotes the (weighted) interpolation operator Mn = ’L’n’
−1I with the usual Lagrange
interpolation operator L’n w.r.t. the nodes t
’
jn. Hence, concerning the collocation method (3.16), our
aim is to study the stability of the sequence fMnAPng in L2.
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We introduce the operator J :L2 ! L2(T); u 7!
P1
n=0hu; ~unien. Of course, J :L2 ! H(T) is an
isometric isomorphism, where H(T) := ff 2 L2(T): hf; e−ni = 0; n = 1; 2; : : :g is the Hardy space.
Dene  2 PC (T) by
(t) =
(
1; I t > 0;
−1; I t < 0
and, for a function u : [−1; 1]! C; u^(t)=u(R t). Dening WT :L2(T)! L2(T) by (WTf)(t) :=f(t)
and, for a 2 L1(T); the Toeplitz operator T (a) :H(T) ! H(T) and the Hankel operator H (a):
H(T)! H(T) by T (a) :=PTaPT and H (a) :=PTae−1WTPT; respectively, we get
(A) aI = J−1[T (a^)− H (a^e−1)]J ,
(B) S =−J−1[T () + H (e−1)]J .
The proof of the stability criterion for the nite section method (Theorem 3.4) is based on a result
presented in [22] (cf. also [9, Section 6:2]) for the stability of a sequence fBng of nite sections
Bn = PTn BP
T
n + I − PTn ; where B 2 L(L2(T)) and fBng belongs to the smallest closed subalgebra
of the algebra of all bounded sequences fAng; An 2 L(L2(T)) (equipped with component-wise
algebraic operations and the supremum norm, cf. Section 2.2), containing the constant sequences
fPTg; fe−1WTg; and faIg for a 2 PC (T); as well as the sequences fPTkng for every positive integer
k. This is possible because of the following two observations. First, the sequence fPnAPng is stable
in L2 if and only if the sequence fPTn (JAJ−1PT + QT)PTn g is stable in L2(T). Second, in view of
(A) and (B) we have
JAJ−1 = T (a^)− H (a^e−1)− [T (b^)− H (b^e−1)][T () + H (e−1)]
(for details, see [19, Section 5]).
Theorem 3.4. Let a; b 2 PC [− 1; 1] and c = a b. Then the sequence fPn(aI + bS)Png is stable
in L2 if and only if the following four conditions are fullled:
(a) The operator aI + bS :L2 ! L2 is invertible.
(b) The operator (a^− b^)PT + QT :L2(T)! L2(T) is invertible;
(c) The point 0 lies outside the half-circle; which is formed by the segment [c+(1); c−(1)] and the
half-circle line from c−(1) to c+(1) that lies to the left of the line from c−(1) to c+(1); and
outside the half-circle; which is formed by the segment [c−(−1); c+(−1)] and the half-circle
line from c+(−1) to c−(−1) that lies to the left of the line from c+(−1) to c−(−1).
(d) For all t 2 (−1; 1) and all  2 [0; 1]; the relation
c+(t + 0)
c+(t − 0) +
c−(t + 0)
c−(t − 0)(1− ) 62 (−1; 0]
holds true.
To study the stability of the collocation method we use the concept explained in Section 2.2,
where the C-algebra FW is constructed in the same way, but now w.r.t. the space H = L2; the
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projections Pn instead of PTn ; and the operators Wn instead of W
T
n ; where Wnu=
Pn−1
k=0hu; ~un−1−ki ~uk .
The covering system of localizing classes can be chosen in the same manner as in Section 2.3 for
the collocation method, but with the interpolation operator Mn instead of LTn . One can show that the
sequence fMn(aI + bS)Png belongs to the algebra FW if a; b 2 PC and that the respective coset
commutes with all elements from the localizing classes. The strong convergence
s− lim
n!1WnMn(aI + bS)Wn = aI − bS in L
2

leads to the following result (see [19, Section 6]).
Theorem 3.5. For a; b 2 PC [− 1; 1]; the sequence fMn(aI + bS)Png is stable in L2 if and only if
the operators aI  bS : L2 ! L2 are invertible.
Now let us investigate the stability of sequences fAng belonging to the smallest closed subalgebra
A of F; which contains all sequences of the form fMn(aI + bS)Png with a; b 2 PC [− 1; 1] and the
ideal J. Although this algebra is not a C-algebra it turns out that A is an inverse closed subalgebra
of FW . For the proof of the following result, which is essentially based on the application of the
local principle of Allan and Douglas, and to some generalizations we refer to the forthcoming papers
[15,17].
Theorem 3.6. There is an isomorphism  from A=J onto an algebra of continuous functions living
on ((−1; 1) [0; 1]) [ (f1g  D). This isomorphism sends fMnaPng+J into
(t; ) 7!
2664
a(t + 0) + a(t)(1− ) (a(t + 0)− a(t))p(1− )
(a(t + 0)− a(t))p(1− ) a(t + 0)(1− ) + a(t)
3775
for (t; ) 2 (−1; 1) [0; 1] and (t; z) 7! a(t) for (t; z) 2 f1g  D. The coset fMnSPng+J is sent
into
(t; ) 7!
"
1 0
0 −1
#
for (t; ) 2 (−1; 1) [0; 1]
and (t; z) 7! z for (t; z) 2 f1g D. The sequence fAng 2A is stable if and only if the operators
WfAng; ~WfAng : L2 ! L2 (WfAng = s − lim AnPn; ~WfAng := s − limWnAnWn) are invertible and
fAng(t; z) 6= 0 for all (t; z) 2 f1g  D.
We remark that the invertibility of WfAng already implies det (fAng + J)(t; ) 6= 0 for all
(t; ) 2 (−1; 1) [0; 1].
3.2.2. Convergence rates
The aim of this section is to introduce a suitable scale of Sobolev spaces in order to give a
convergence rate for the error of the collocation method. The denition of such spaces is suggested
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by the orthonormal system f ~ung in L2; which we used as ansatz functions. Thus, we dene
~L
2; s
 :=
8<:u 2 L2: kuks; :=
 1X
n=0
(1 + n)2sjhu; ~unij2
!1=2
<1
9=; ; s> 0:
Since hu; ~uni = hu; Uni’ we have kuks; = kukL2; s’ ; where L2; s’ = L2; s1=2;1=2 is a special case of the
Sobolev spaces introduced in Section 3.1.1. This means that the multiplication operator I : ~L
2; s
 !
L2; s’ is an isometric isomorphism. A consequence of this is that the relations (A){(F) of Section
3.1.1 remain true if S;n ; L
;
n ; and L
2; s
;  are substituted by Pn; Mn; and ~L
2; s
 ; respectively. Hence, we
get the following theorem.
Theorem 3.7. Let the operator A = aI + bS : ~L
2; s0
 ! ~L
2; s0
 be continuous for some s0>
1
2 . If the
sequence fAng= fMnAPng is stable in L2 and if the solution u of Au=f belongs to ~L
2; s
 for some
s> 12 ; then
kun − ukt;6 const nt−skuks;; 06 t6 s;
where un 2 im Pn is the solution of (3:16) and the constant does not depend on n; t; and u.
Of course, the condition u 2 ~L2; s is satised for some suciently large s only if u is smooth in
the interior of the integration interval and behaves near the endpoints like the ansatz functions ~un.
Thus, in order to be more exible, this fact requires the investigation of similar collocation methods,
for example of collocation methods again w.r.t. Chebyshev nodes but with other classical Jacobi
weights in the functions ~un (see, for example [15,18]).
3.2.3. Computational aspects
A suitable implementation of the collocation method (3.16) will enable us to solve the resulting
system of linear equations with a fast algorithm that requires only O(n2) operations and O(n) storage
due to the special structure of the system matrix. At rst we write un in (3.16) in the form
un(t) = ’(t)
nX
k=1
kn‘kn(t) with ‘kn(t) =
Tn(t)
(t − tkn)T 0n(tkn)
: (3.17)
Since, for t 6= tkn; k = 1; : : : ; n;
(S‘kn)(t) =
1
T 0n(t

kn)
1
i
Z 1
−1
’(s)Tn(s)
(s− t)(s− tkn)
ds
=
1
T 0n(t

kn)
1
tkn − t
1
i
Z 1
−1

1
s− tkn
− 1
s− t

’(s)Tn(s) ds
=
1
T 0n(t

kn)
n(tkn)− n(t)
tkn − t
;
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where n = S’Tn = 12S’(Un − Un−2) = i2 (Tn+1 − Tn−1); the collocation method (3.16) can be written
in the form
nX
k=1
jk
kn
T 0n(t

kn)
= fj; j = 1; : : : ; n; (3.18)
where fj = f(t
’
jn) and
jk =
b(t’jn)n(tkn)− a(t’jn)’(t’jn)Tn(t’jn)− b(t’jn)n(t’jn)
tkn − t’jn
:
Here we assume that n is an even number to guarantee tkn 6= t’jn. We see that the coecients jk can
be written in the form
jk =
jk − j
k − j :
Thus, the system matrix has a Lowner structure, which gives us the possibility to apply the idea of
UV-reduction presented in [10] to establish an algorithm of O(n2)-complexity to solve the system
(3.18). The details one can found in [19, Section 9].
3.2.4. Systems of CSIEs
We consider a system of CSIEs of the form
‘X
k=1
(ajkI + bjkS)uk = fj; j = 1; : : : ; ‘:
Let a=[ajk]
‘
j; k=1; b=[bjk]
‘
j; k=1; and denote by S the diagonal operator [jkS]
‘
j; k=1 in (L
2
)
‘. Analogously,
I ; Pn; and Mn are dened. Then, the respective operator sequence of the collocation method can be
written in the form fMn(a I + b S)Png. Now from Theorem 3.6 one can easily obtain the following
result.
Theorem 3.8. Let ajk ; bjk 2 PC [ − 1; 1]. If ajk(1) = bjk(1) = 0 for all j<k (or for all j>k);
then the sequence fMn(a I + b S)Png is stable in (L2)‘ if and only if the operators a I  b S are
invertible in (L2)
‘ and if jakk(1)j> jbkk(1)j for all k = 1; : : : ; ‘.
Another result one can nd in [19, Section 7].
3.2.5. Application to nonlinear CSIEs
In a series of applications nonlinear CSIEs of the form
F(t; u(t)) +
1

Z 1
−1
u(s)
s− t ds+ d= 0; x 2 (−1; 1); (3.19)
occur, where F : [ − 1; 1]  R ! R is given and u : [ − 1; 1] ! R satisfying u(−1) = u(1) = 0 as
well as the real number d are sought. Thus, if we are interested in a linearization of Eq. (3.19)
(for example, in order to apply a Newton iteration method), then we have to solve more general
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equations than (1.1). A possible description is the following. Let V be a nite-dimensional subspace
of L2 and look for a solution (u; v) 2 L2  V of the equation
(aI + bS)u+ v= f; (3.20)
where a; b 2 PC [ − 1; 1] and f 2 L2 are given functions. We try to apply the collocation method
(3.16) to this situation. Obviously, X :=L2V equipped with the norm k(u; v)kX :=
q
kuk2L2 + kvk2L2
is a Banach space. Let f ~v0; : : : ; ~vm−1g be a basis in V and dene the isomorphism Jm : X ! L2 by
Jm
 
u;
m−1X
k=0
k ~vk
!
:=
1X
j=0
hu; ~uji ~uj+m +
m−1X
k=0
k ~uk = Vmu+
m−1X
k=0
k ~uk ;
where V denotes the shift operator V ~un= ~un+1; n=0; 1; 2; : : : : Then the inverse operator J−1 : L2 ! X
is given by
J−1m f =
 
(V )mf;
m−1X
k=0
hf; ~uki ~vk
!
:
Thus, setting w = Jm(u; v) Eq. (3.20) is equivalent to
(aI + bS)(V )mw + Kw = f; w 2 L2;
where the operator K : L2 ! L2 is dened by Kw :=
Pm−1
K=0hw; ~uki ~vk . The respective collocation
method for Eq. (3.20) reads as
Mn(aI + bS)Pnun +Mnvn =Mnf; un 2 im Pn−m; vn 2 V ;
or equivalently as
Bnwn :=Mn[(aI + bS)(V )m + K]Pn =Mnf; wn 2 im Pn:
It turns out that V=’I−i S;  (t)=t. Since Bn=Mn(aI+bS)Pn(MnV Pn)m+MnKPn and V =’I+i S
one concludes that the sequence fBng belongs to the algebra A considered in Section 3.2.1 and can
apply Theorem 3.6 if the basis functions ~vk of V are suciently regular.
Theorem 3.9 (Junghanns and Muller [16, Theorem 2.7]). Let a; b 2 PC [−1; 1]; m 2 f1; 2; : : :g; and
assume that the functions ~vk ; k = 0; : : : ; m− 1; are locally Riemann integrable and satisfy
j ~vk(t)j6 const (1− t2)−; t 2 (−1; 1); for some  2 (0; 14 ):
Then the sequence fBng is stable in L2 if and only if the operators (aI + bS)(V )m + K and
(aI − bS)Vm are invertible in L(L2).
Let us investigate the collocation method
F(t’jn; un(t
’
jn)) +
1

Z 1
−1
un(s)
s− t’jn
ds+ dn = 0; j = 1; : : : ; n; (un; dn) 2 Xn: (3.21)
Xn := im Pn−1C. To solve this collocation equation approximately we try to determine a sequence
f(u(m)n ; d(m)n )g1m=0Xn with u(m+1)n = u(m)n +u(m)n by a modied Newton method
a0(t
’
jn)u
(m)
n (t
’
jn) +
1

Z 1
−1
u(m+1)n (s)
s− t’jn
ds+ dm+1n =−F(t’jn; u(m)n (t’jn)); (3.22)
j = 1; : : : ; n; where a0(t) = Fu(t; u(0)n (t)).
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Theorem 3.10 (Junghanns and Muller [16, Theorem 3.9]). Let (u; d) be a solution of (3:19).
Assume that a(t) := a0(t) and b(t)  i satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3:9 for m = 1 and
~v0(t)  1; that the function Fu : [− 1; 1] R! R is continuous and satises the Holder condition
jFu(t; u1)− Fu(t; u2)j6 const ju1 − u2j; t 2 [− 1; 1]; u1; u2 2 R
and that ’−1u belongs to C ; 1=2;1=2 for some >
1
2 (cf. Section 3:1:3). Then; for all suciently
large n; there exists an element (u(0)n ; d
(0)
n ) 2 Xn such that Eq. (3:22) possesses a unique solution
(u(m)n ; d
m+1)
n ) for all m = 1; 2; : : : : The sequence f(u(m)n ; d(m)n )g converges for m ! 1 in the norm
of X :=L2  C to a solution (un ; dn) of Eq. (3.21) and; for 0<<− 12 ;
k(un ; dn)− (u; d)kX6 const n− log(n+ 1);
where the constant does not depend on n.
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